FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Gero Sprafke - Devime Releases EasyScale for iPhone/iPod touch/iPad
First Geometric Music-Scale App Now Available in Apple´s App Store

COLOGNE, GERMANY – MAY 20, 2011
Gero Sprafke – Devime announced that EasyScale, the first geometric Music-Scale Transposer is now
available for iPhone, iPod touch and iPad.
EasyScale shows music-scales vividly illustrated in a descriptive geometrical form on the basis of the
circle of fifths. Simply by modifying a "rubber-band-polygon" you can build, change, transpose and
playback music-scales respectively tone sequences.
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EasyScale recognizes scales, note-sequences and intervals and comes with nearly 90 scalepresets, taken from a wide range of musical cultures.
Tones are shown as absolute notes (c,d,e,f,g,a,b) and as relative indian notenames
(Sa, Re, Ga, Ma, Pa, Da, Ni).
Select one of these scales and see how a polygon will be generated within the circle of fifth on your
screen.
Build your own scales by tapping the note-names on the circle of fifth.
EasyScale has the ability to store an almost unlimited number of your own scales and tone
sequences.
To change a single note of a scale, tap one corner of the polygon and drag it to a new position. The
polygon will modify itself like a rubber band.
Rotate the polygon to transpose a scale or use the arrow buttons to change the tonic within a
scale in order to detect possible relative scales.
Play back scales or tone sequences in different tempi and different arpeggio-play-orders. The
arpeggios can be voiced with piano, guitar, vibraphone and sitar sounds.
EasyScale is an aid to practise intervals and scales and a source of inspiration for creative
musicians. And by the way, a possibility to stop hating the circle of fifths.

EasyScale is now available for $4.99 in the US and is priced accordingly in other regions. EasyScale
is available world-wide from Apple´s App Store for iPhone, iPod touch and iPad with OS 3.1.3 or
higher.
Please visit www.devime.com for more information and screenshots of the app.
Please also visit the download/pressroom to download the EasyScale & devime logos, manual in
english and german language, this press release, banners and more.

###
If you would like further information on EasyScale or schedule an interview, please contact:
Gero Sprafke – Devime, Phone: +49 221 - 377 97 42, Email: info@devime.com

